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Fig. 1. Comparison of dipole models and ground truth images for an index matched medium with a forward peaked Gaussian phase function (д = 0.9) and
varying medium densities. The first two rows show the dipole models of Jensen et al. [2001] and d’Eon [2014], respectively. The third row (‘iso. ref.’) gives a
path traced ground truth image for an isotropic scaering function as determined from similarity theory (hence it is the ground truth image for the diusion
models above it). The fih row (‘Frisvad’) shows the result of the directional dipole model of Frisvad et al. [2014], followed by the anisotropic reference solution
(‘reference’), with the last two rows showing the result of our forward scaering dipole model and eective BRDF, respectively. The scaering parameters are
given above each of the columns and all objects are of unit size. Our subsurface scaering model accurately captures the ground truth behaviour over the
entire range of parameters, and our BRDF provides a useful and computationally eicient approximation for the optically dense media on the le.
Rendering translucent materials with physically based Monte Carlo methods
tends to be computationally expensive due to the long chains of volumetric
scattering interactions. In the case of strongly forward scattering materials,
the problem gets compounded since each scattering interaction becomes
highly anisotropic and near-specular. Various well-known approaches try
to avoid the resulting sampling problem through analytical approximations
based on diusion theory. Although these methods are computationally
ecient, their assumption of diusive, isotropic scattering can lead to con-
siderable errors when rendering forward scattering materials, even in the
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optically dense limit. In this paper, we present an analytical subsurface
scattering model, derived with the explicit assumption of strong forward
scattering. Our model is not based on diusion theory, but follows from
a connection that we identied between the functional integral formula-
tion of radiative transport and the partition function of a worm-like chain
in polymer physics. Our resulting model does not need a separate Monte
Carlo solution for unscattered or single-scattered contributions, nor does
it require ad-hoc regularization procedures. It has a single singularity by
design, corresponding to the initial unscattered propagation, which can be
accounted for by the extensive analytical importance sampling scheme that
we provide. Our model captures the full behaviour of forward scattering me-
dia, ranging from unscattered straight-line propagation to the fully diusive
limit. Moreover, we derive a novel forward scattering BRDF as limiting case
of our subsurface scattering model, which can be used in a level of detail
hierarchy. We show how our model can be integrated in existing Monte
Carlo rendering algorithms, and make comparisons to previous approaches.
CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Rendering; Ray tracing;
Additional Key Words and Phrases: subsurface scattering, forward scat-
tering, participating media, radiative transport, BSSRDF, BRDF, rendering
algorithms, global illumination.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Translucent materials are ubiquitous in the natural world, ranging
from minerals such as gemstones; weather eects such as fog, clouds
and snow; organic substances such as fruit and many types of foods
and drinks; and even our very own skin. The scattering of light
within these substances gives rise to their characteristic appearance.
Accurately rendering such eects within a physically based context
is paramount for producing naturally looking images.
Standard Monte Carlo path tracing techniques simulate all indi-
vidual scattering interactions, resulting in excessive computational
costs for rendering densely scattering media. This problem gets ag-
gravated when each scattering event becomes highly directional, as
is the case for strong forward scattering. In such a setting, many ad-
vanced techniques that rely on path (re)connections start to degrade
towards the performance of simple brute force path tracing. Indeed,
each forward scattering event can be seen as a near-specular inter-
action, and long near-specular chains are a particularly challenging
problem for many rendering algorithms [Jakob and Marschner 2012].
Apart from this angular singularity, there are also strong spatial
constraints on path connections as highly anisotropic scattering usu-
ally goes hand in hand with high scattering densities (for a similar
appearance, both can be thought of as inversely correlated through
similarity theory [Wyman et al. 1989]). The result is a heavily sup-
pressed throughput when connecting spatially separated points due
to strong out-scattering.
Interestingly, many natural materials exhibit this problematic for-
ward scattering behaviour [Gkioulekas et al. 2013; Narasimhan et al.
2006], including our own skin [Vo-Dinh 2003]. Hence, it is crucial to
have ecient rendering methods for these types of common eects.
The seminal work of Jensen et al. [2001] introduced a fully ana-
lytical approximation of the subsurface light transport, which elimi-
nates the need for a costly Monte Carlo sampling of the scattering
interactions. This model arises from a diusion approximation of
the radiative transfer within the medium, and as such is strongly
tied to the assumption of isotropic scattering.
In this paper, we introduce a model that explicitly starts from
the assumption of strong forward scattering. Our approximation
is based on the theory of functional integrals for radiative transfer
[Tessendorf 2003], which we link to concepts from polymer physics
in order to derive a practical rendering algorithm.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
• We derive an explicit translation between the functional
integral formulation of forward scattering media and the
partition function of a polymer with bending energy.
• We introduce a forward scattering dipole model, based on
rst principles, by exploiting this translation and adapting
results from polymer physics.
• We show that our model is able to correctly reproduce
the typical behaviour of forward scattering media, ranging
from an initial straight-line, unscattered propagation over
to the fully diusive regime, which until now has not been
possible with rst-principle BSSRDF models.
• We present a forward scattering BRDF, derived from our
subsurface scattering model, which can be used in a level
of detail hierarchy.
Additionally, we provide extensive supplementary material that
includes:
• A comprehensive set of analytical importance sampling
schemes in order to use our model in practice.
• A step-by-step, self contained re-derivation of the func-
tional integral formulation for forward scattering media.
This last derivation was rst given by Tessendorf spread over a
series of papers [1989; 1990; 1991; 2009], but we hope that an ex-
panded, centralized re-derivation will help readers that are new to
the subject.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Radiative Transport
Within computer graphics, the transport of light in scattering media
is usually considered on a linearized mesoscopic scale as described
by the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) [Modest 2013], thereby
ignoring the wavelike nature of light and avoiding the full complex-
ity of Maxwell’s equations. The review of Cerezo et al. [2005] gives
an overview of the problem and the initial techniques for rendering
participating media. Two main approaches for solving the RTE have
been adopted: Monte Carlo integration methods and photon density
estimation methods, which have recently been unied into a sin-
gle robust framework [Křivánek et al. 2014]. Nonetheless, strongly
anisotropic scattering remains problematic, as each scattering event
describes a near-specular interaction.
Although a perfect local importance sampling at each volumetric
scattering event is possible, this does not lead to a globally opti-
mal importance sampling [Křivánek and d’Eon 2014]. Georgiev et
al. [2013] proposed to alleviate this problem through a joint im-
portance sampling of up to two intermediate interactions in one
step. However, generating the required sampling rules beyond a few
intermediate vertices quickly becomes a formidable task, whereas
such long paths do carry a signicant contribution for strongly scat-
tering media. Recent work of Weber et al. [2017] similarly tries to
sample longer chains that connect to the light source in moderately
dense, forward scattering media. Because their heuristic ignores
correlations between successively generated vertices, this sampling
strategy still has trouble with long paths in dense, highly forward
scattering media. Alternatively, within a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
context, Jakob and Marschner [2012] proposed a method whereby
the near-specular volumetric paths get perturbed in a way that
guarantees high throughput of the resulting path. However, for the
long chains which are typical of a high albedo, strongly scattering
medium, this technique can also become costly and susceptible to
numerical problems.
A recent introduction within the graphics community has been
the concept of zero variance random walks from the neutron trans-
port literature [Křivánek and d’Eon 2014; Meng et al. 2016]. This
method uses an approximate solution of the radiance distribution
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to guide the path sampling process towards high-throughput paths.
As of yet, these methods have only been derived based on approxi-
mations for isotropically scattering media, and reduce to a standard
unguided sampling in the limit of high anisotropy. Lifting these
methods to anisotropic scattering media requires approximations of
the radiance distribution tailored to that case. Note that the model
that we describe in this work is, in fact, one such possibility for
forward scattering media.
2.2 Subsurface Scaering Models
Approximate solution methods for the RTE based on diusion theory
are known from the neutron transport literature [Bell and Glasstone
1970]. Jensen et al. [2001] introduced these methods in computer
graphics for rendering subsurface scattering in the form of a dipole
based approximation to the Bidirectional Scattering Surface Reec-
tion Distribution Function (BSSRDF) [Nicodemus et al. 1977]. This
research has spurred many derivative works [d’Eon and Irving 2011;
Donner and Jensen 2005; Li et al. 2005], which later started to take
the directional dependence of incoming and outgoing rays into con-
sideration [d’Eon 2014; Habel et al. 2013]. However, these methods
are all based on isotropic scattering theory, and anisotropic scat-
tering (e.g. forward scattering) is implemented through the use of
similarity relations [Wyman et al. 1989; Zhao et al. 2014]. These
relations are only valid towards the limit of diusive transport and
become inaccurate when this underlying assumption is violated.
In contrast to the purely isotropic methods, the directional dipole
model of Frisvad et al. [2014] handles scattering anisotropy more
explicitly. Through the use of the delta-Eddington approximation,
the phase function is split into an unscattered delta distribution
and a remaining linearly truncated phase function with reduced
anisotropy. The unscattered incident light then acts as a ray source
for the truncated phase function, which in turn gets handled by the
diusion approximation. Emergent light is assumed to be diuse
and hence the model is only sensitive to the incoming and not the
outgoing direction.
Taking a dierent approach, Donner et al. [2009] generated a
dense sampling of path traced Monte Carlo reference solutions
across a large range of scattering parameters. The authors then
proposed an empirical BSSRDF model, which was tted to this data
set and supports arbitrary scattering anisotropies. By contrast, our
model is the result of a rst-principles derivation and can trace its
roots directly back to the radiative transfer equation, opening up a
path towards deeper insights.
Lastly, some exact (semi-)analytical solution of Green’s functions
for the RTE are known. Paasschens [1997] found an expression
in Fourier space for the time dependent Green’s function of an
isotropically scattering medium with isotropic point source, which
was later used in a dipole BSSRDF setup by Martelli et al. [2007].
For phase functions that only depend on the relative orientation
of incoming and outgoing directions, Markel [2004] proposed a
dimensional reduction by rotating the reference frame in the di-
rection of the Fourier variable, resulting in a spherical harmonics
series of the innite-space Green’s function for a directional point
source. Liemert and Kienle [2013] additionally provide several exact
solutions, including a solution for an anisotropic half-space with
Fresnel boundary condition for a perpendicularly incident pencil
beam in the form of a spherical harmonics expansion. The rotated
reference frame idea of Markel was further used as a bridge from 3D
transport theory to several known 1D transport solution methods
by Machida [see Machida 2016, and references therein]. All of these
methods provide exact solutions for the problems that they consider,
but their numerical implementations quickly become overly costly
for application in a rendering context.
2.3 Functional Integrals for Radiative Transport
Our forward scattering model derives from an approximation of the
functional integral formulation of radiative transfer in participating
media. Such functional integrals describe integrals of a functional
over a function space and are well known in quantum eld the-
ory [Zee 2003]. Note that these functional integrals are also called
path integrals, which should not be confused with the path inte-
gral framework by Veach [1998], as that still concerns integrals of
ordinary functions over a space of path vertices.
The functional integral formalism for radiative transfer was in-
troduced by Tessendorf [1987]. He provides an analytical approx-
imation for the time indepdendent RTE that assumes a forward
scattering phase function and a small deection angle of the full
path. This small-angle assumption is incompatible with a general
subsurface scattering context, where incoming paths have to ‘turn
back around’ over large angles to re-emerge out of the medium.
Tessendorf [1989; 1990] later expanded his work to the time
dependent RTE in the form that we will use here. Exact analyti-
cal evaluations of the functional integral are still unfeasible and a
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation was employed
which expands the functional integral around the Most Probable
Path (MPP) and considers only quadratic uctuations around this
MPP [Tessendorf 1991]. Within this same approximation, an eec-
tive multiply-scattered phase function was identied and used as a
volumetric blurring scale in rendering [Tessendorf 2003; Tessendorf
and Wasson 1994]. Further angular and spatial blurring results were
derived from simplied MPPs and used for querying a precom-
puted, hierarchically blurred radiance cache during ray marching
[Ashikhmin et al. 2004; Premože et al. 2003, 2004], as well as for
real-time screen space scattering [Elek et al. 2013]. Lastly, a direct
numerical integration of the full functional integral is also being
investigated by representing paths as Frenet-Serret space curves
[Kilgo and Tessendorf 2015; Tessendorf 2009].
3 THE PROPAGATOR AS RTE SOLUTION KERNEL
3.1 Defining the Propagator
Consider some volume of spaceV ⊆ R3 lled with a participating
medium. Light transport in this medium is governed by the time
dependent radiative transfer equation (RTE), which reads [Modest
2013](
∂
∂s
+ ωˆ · ~∇~x + σt (~x )
)
L(s, ~x , ωˆ) =
Q (s, ~x , ωˆ) + σs (~x )
∫
P (~x , ωˆ, ωˆ ′)L(s, ~x , ωˆ ′)d2ωˆ ′. (1)
Note that we work in units where the speed of light c = 1 and have
parametrized the transport in terms of path length s = ct instead of
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time t . The RTE then describes how the radiance L(s, ~x , ωˆ) at ‘time’
s at position ~x ∈ V in direction ωˆ arises from a source Q of emitted
volumetric radiance density (dimensions of radiance per length). The
properties of the medium are dened through the scattering phase
function P (normalized to unity) and the scattering and absorption
coecients (σs and σa, respectively) with σt = σs + σa being the
transport or extinction coecient.
Now, the radiative transfer equation is linear in the source term
Q , and as such, the solution L can be written as a convolution of the
source Q with a transport kernel or Green function G:
L(s, ~x , ωˆ) =
∫
G (s − s ′, ~x , ωˆ, ~x ′, ωˆ ′)Q (s ′, ~x ′, ωˆ ′)ds ′d~x ′d2ωˆ ′. (2)
The function G (s − s ′, ~x , ωˆ, ~x ′, ωˆ ′) is also called the propagator and
represents the dierential fraction of radiance that reaches point ~x in
the direction ωˆ after having started at point ~x ′ in the ωˆ ′ direction a
time s−s ′ before. Concretely, it is the solution of the RTE with Dirac
delta distribution sourceQ (s, ~x , ωˆ) = δ (s − s ′) δ3 (~x − ~x ′) δ2 (ωˆ − ωˆ ′)
and has dimensions of (time)−1 × (length)−3 × (solid angle)−1.
3.2 Boundary Condition
The RTE (1) is a rst order (integro-)dierential equation and as
such its solution requires appropriate boundary conditions. The
propagator G, being a particular solution of the RTE for a Dirac
delta source, thus also requires its boundary conditions to be spec-
ied. These conditions couple the volumetric transport in V to
surface scattering interactions on the boundaries ∂V of nite me-
dia (e.g. Fresnel reection on an index mismatched boundary). For
unbounded media, they determine the behaviour at innity.
There are two approaches that we can take with respect to the
boundary conditions of G. One option is to take the actual surface
boundary conditions explicitly into account in G. This means that
the propagator is fully aware of not only the shape and properties
of the medium itself, but also the properties of its boundaries (e.g.
how much light is reected back into the medium, whether the
reections are specular, rough or diuse, etc.). Keeping the volume
properties xed but changing the properties of the boundary then
also causes the propagator G to change.
A second option is to deneG with fully absorbing boundaries (i.e.
outgoing light that crosses the boundary immediately gets absorbed
and never reaches back into the medium). Any coupling to the actual
boundary then has to be added externally andG is kept independent
of the true boundary conditions. This is the option that we will use
throughout this work, as it facilitates the approximation of G and
we found this to yield better results for strongly forward scattering
media with refractive boundaries near optically thin regions.
Specically, the boundary condition on G reads
G (s − s ′, ~x , ωˆ, ~x ′, ωˆ ′) = 0 for ~x ∈ ∂V and ωˆ · nˆ(~x ) < 0, (3)
where nˆ(~x ) denotes the outward-facing normal of the boundary at
the point ~x ∈ ∂V and the condition ωˆ · nˆ(~x ) < 0 selects incoming
directions at the boundary .
3.3 Rendering Equation
Because we dened the propagator to be unaware of the actual
boundary conditions, we have to impose them explicitly during
rendering. Coupling G to the true boundary happens through a
suitable choice of the sourceQ , for which we provide a full derivation
in the supplementary material. The result is the following rendering
equation for the incident radiance Li:
Li (s, ~x , ωˆ)=
∫
ds ′dA(~x ′)d2ωˆ ′G (s−s ′, ~x ,−ωˆ, ~x ′, ωˆ ′) |ωˆ ′·nˆ(~x ′) |
×
[
Le (s
′, ~x ′, ωˆ ′) +
∫
d2ωˆ ′′Li (s ′, ~x ′, ωˆ ′′) fs (~x ′, ωˆ ′′↔ωˆ ′) |ωˆ ′′·nˆ(~x ′) |
]
, (4)
where fs is the BSDF of the boundary and we use the common
convention that Li (s, ~x , ωˆ) denes the radiance that is incident on a
surface from direction ωˆ (i.e. ωˆ pointing from receiver to source).
In our volumetric setting, Li represents the radiance that is in-
cident upon the inside surface of the medium due to volumetric
scattering from within the medium. In other words, an extra BSDF
evaluation will be needed to transform Li on the inside to Lo on
the outside of the object when rendering. How Eq. (4) is used in a
rendering context will be explained in more detail in Sec. 7.
Lastly, we refer the interested reader to the supplementary mate-
rial for a deeper discussion of the propagator and the relationship
between its corresponding linear operator formalism and the opera-
tor formalism of Jakob [2013], as well as a formal construction of
the BSSRDF in terms of G.
4 THE FORWARD SCATTERING PROPAGATOR
Tessendorf [1989] showed that the propagator G for the time de-
pendent RTE can in general be expressed as a functional integral in
Fourier transformed space. For strongly forward scattering media,
an approximate analytical Fourier inversion is possible to obtain a
functional integral for a forward scattering propagator [Tessendorf
1991, 2003]. We skip straight to the main results and refer to the sup-
plementary material for an expanded re-derivation and a discussion
of the functional integral regularization.
4.1 Functional Integral Approximation
The derivation of the functional integral result assumes a simple
forward peaked Gaussian phase function of the form
Pgauss (ωˆ, ωˆ
′) = N exp*,−(ωˆ − ωˆ
′)2
2µ
+- = N exp
(
−1 − ωˆ · ωˆ
′
µ
)
, (5)
where µ is a parameter that determines the width of the phase func-
tion and N is a normalization constant such that
∫
dωˆ ′P (ωˆ ′, ωˆ) =∫
dωˆ ′P (ωˆ, ωˆ ′) = 1 for all ωˆ. For a heavily forward peaked phase
function (µ  1), the mean cosine д of the deection angle is
given by д ≈ 1 − µ, and hence the reduced scattering coecient
σ ′s ≡ (1 − д)σs is given as σ ′s = µσs in this limit (a general relation
of µ in terms of д is given in the supplementary material).
For the forward peaked Gaussian phase function of Eq. (5), a
corresponding approximate solution for the propagator G can be
given in terms of the functional integral
G (s, ~x , ωˆ, ~x ′, ωˆ ′) = NGe−σas
∫
[Dβˆ ]δ2
[
βˆ (0) − ωˆ ′
]
δ2
[
βˆ (s ) − ωˆ
]
× δ3
[
~x − ~x ′ −
∫ s
0
ds ′βˆ (s ′)
]
exp
−
1
2σ ′s
∫ s
0
ds ′
dβˆ (s
′)
ds ′

2 , (6)
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where NG is a normalization factor and
∫
[Dβˆ ] denotes an inte-
gration over all functions βˆ (s ′) representing all possible curved
paths that a ray of light can follow through a scattering medium.
The parametrization of the path is such that βˆ (s ′) represents the
unit-length tangent vector of the path at ‘time’ s ′, with time being
parametrized in path length. The delta distributions in Eq. (6) then
enforce the initial and nal direction constraints and the end-to-end
displacement constraint, respectively.
4.2 Length Constraint Problem
Apart from the delta distributions in Eq. (6), the only dependence
on the shape of the path comes from the factor
exp
−
1
2σ ′s
∫ s
0
ds ′
dβˆ (s
′)
ds ′

2 , (7)
which determines the relative weight of each path. Working in a
mechanical analogy, the argument of the exponential can be thought
of as a quadratic bending energy that tries to keep deviations in the
direction of the path small. Indeed, paths that show sharp devia-
tions will have to scatter over large angles, and hence be heavily
suppressed by a forward scattering phase function.
When a quadratic bending energy is exponentiated as in Eq. (7),
the result is a simple Gaussian functional, for which functional
integrals can be calculated exactly [Zee 2003]. However, the problem
here lies in the requirement that βˆ (s ′) remains a unit vector.
Initial work simply ignored the unit-length constraint on βˆ (s ′),
which was only satisfactory in some specic regimes [Tessendorf
1991]. Tessendorf’s later work [2003] recognizes an exact solution
of the path integral with the |βˆ (s ′) | = 1 constraint in terms of an
innite sum of spherical harmonics, but this evaluation ignores the
constraint on the displacement of the paths
(∫ s
0 βˆ (s
′)ds ′ = ~x − ~x ′
)
and eectively behaves as a modied multiple scattering phase
function without dependence on ~x − ~x ′. We employ a dierent
approximation that keeps the explicit directional and displacement
constraints intact, by exploiting a connection to polymer physics.
4.3 Connection with polymer physics
We make the interpretation of the weight in Eq. (7) as a bending
energy exact by introducing a direct link with the partition function
Z in statistical mechanics (in particular statistical eld theory). Such
a partition function can roughly be interpreted as counting the
number of states that are thermally accessible to a system [Kardar
2007; Zee 2003]. For a classical system, the partition function has
the general form
Z =
∫
exp
(
− 1
kBT
H (conf )
)
d(conf ), (8)
where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant and
H (conf ) is the Hamiltonian (i.e. energy) of the conguration and
the integral is over the possible congurations of the system (e.g.
the set of positions and momenta).
In our case, the congurations of the system are the possible
paths βˆ (s ′) that obey the given initial and nal directions and the
specied overall displacement of ~x − ~x ′. The (bending) energy of
one such conguration is then proportional to
∫ s
0 ds
′ |dβˆ (s ′)/ds ′ |2.
These kinds of functional integrals also appear as models of sti
polymers in the polymer physics literature [Freed 1972] and in fact
we can write a direct translation between the scattering parameters
of our path integral and the persistence length lp of the wormlike
chain model as lp ↔ 1σ ′s .
Mostly, the polymer physics literature is not directly concerned
with the initial and nal directions of the polymer (but only in the
distance between the end points, for instance), and these directional
quantities are often integrated out in the partition functions under
consideration. However, some authors do take the end directions
into account. Spakowitz and Wang [2005], for instance, have man-
aged to nd an analytical solution in Fourier-Laplace space for the
exact path integral that we are considering. Although the result
is impressive, we nd the evaluation of the model too costly to
incorporate into a practical rendering system.
5 PRACTICAL APPROXIMATION OF INFINITE VOLUME
FORWARD SCATTERING PROPAGATOR
In the supplementary material, we use the link with polymer physics
and a result of Winkler et al. [1994] as a starting point to obtain an
approximate evaluation of the functional integral in Eq. (6) through a
modied |~β (s ′) | = 1 length constraint. The nal form of the innite
volume forward scattering propagator Gf reads:
Gf (s, ~x , ωˆ, ~x
′, ωˆ ′) =
N exp
(
−C − D ωˆ · ωˆ ′ + E~r · (ωˆ + ωˆ ′) − F |~r |2 − σas),
where p =
σ ′s
2 =
(1 − д)σs
2 ,
~r = p (~x − ~x ′),
A = (ps − tanh(ps ))−1,
B =
tanh(ps )
2 ,
C =
9
2ps ,
D = 3AB2 − 32 sinh(2ps ) ,
E = 3AB,
F =
3
2A,
N = p3
√
F (E2 − 2DF )
4pi 5/2 (eE2/F−D − eD ) exp(C ).
(9)
The factors1 A, B,C ,D, E, F , are all positive, dimensionless quantities
that only depend onps , withp acting as a scale factor with dimension
of inverse length.
For xed path lengths s , the propagator Gf of Eq. (9) behaves
as a simple Gaussian distribution on position for xed directions
(similar to the usage of the time dependent diusion equation in
quantized diusion [d’Eon and Irving 2011]) and as an exponential
1Purely mathematically, the −C term in the exponential weight is superuous as it gets
cancelled by the exp(C ) factor in the normalization N , but its purpose is to improve
the numerical stability by cancelling an exponential divergence in N as s → 0.
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distribution on the outgoing directional cosine ωˆ · (E~r − Dωˆ ′) for
xed displacement ~r and incoming direction ωˆ ′.
5.1 Asymptotic Behaviour
It is instructive to examine the asymptotic behaviour of Eq. (9). In
this section, we state results for the short and diusive limit. The
supplementary material provides derivations and additional results.
For path lengths much smaller than the reduced scattering length
(i.e. ps  1), we expect the propagator to approach an unscattered
delta distribution. At rst sight, the sign of the −D ωˆ · ωˆ ′ term in
the exponential weight of Eq. (9) might seem somewhat alarming,
as it apparently forces ωˆ and ωˆ ′ towards opposite directions. How-
ever, this originates from an interplay with a weight that forces the
displacement ~R ≡ ~x − ~x ′ to align with ωˆ and ωˆ ′. Indeed, for ps  1,
Eq. (9) expands to
p381
√
2
32pi 5/2 (ps )11/2
exp*.,−
9
2ps
*,
~R
s
− ωˆ + ωˆ
′
2
+-
2
− 38ps
(
ωˆ − ωˆ ′)2+/- . (10)
The result is a Gaussian weight forcing ~R/s to point along the av-
erage direction (ωˆ + ωˆ ′)/2, and a slightly smaller weight forcing
both directions to align with each other. In the limit of ps → 0, the
only contribution comes from ωˆ = ωˆ ′ and ~R = sωˆ = sωˆ ′, which is
exactly the behaviour of an unscattered propagator.
With regards to the long time behaviourps  1, we can show that
the uence ϕ of an isotropic point source at position ~x ′ approaches
ϕ (~x , s ) =
( 3p
2pis
)3/2
exp
(
−3p2s |~x − ~x
′ |2 − σas
)
(11)
under the assumptions (1) ps  1 and (2) s  |~x − ~x ′ |. In other
words, paths should be suciently long to ensure they (1) scatter
multiple times until they become diused, and (2) can reach the
query point and, moreover, are long past the initial ballistic peak.
Diusion theory is expected to be valid in this regime, and Eq. (11)
indeed corresponds to the classical result for the time dependent
diusion equation [Chandrasekhar 1943; Patterson et al. 1989].
Overall, our propagator can capture the correct qualitative be-
haviour over the entire spectrum ranging from unscattered straight-
line propagation to the fully diusive limit.
5.2 A Note on Similarity Theory
The only dependence of Eq. (9) on the medium scattering properties
(σs and the phase function) comes in the form of the scaling factor
p = σ ′s/2. This dependence on the reduced scattering density σ ′s
is reminiscent of how anisotropy is handled within the diusion
approximation. Indeed, in the same manner that diusion theory
can be thought of as an expansion up to the lowest nontrivial or-
der around an isotropically scattering phase function (д = 0), our
approach can be viewed as an analogous expansion around a max-
imally forward scattering phase function (д → 1). In these lowest
order approaches, deviations from the base assumption (д = 0 or
д → 1) are both encoded through a single, scalar value: the reduced
scattering density σ ′s = (1 − д)σs, which is consistent with the
predictions of similarity theory [Wyman et al. 1989].
As a remark, this observation opens up a natural avenue for future
work: moderately forward phase functions that are too anisotropic to
be accurately handled by the diusion equation, but not suciently
forward scattering to be handled purely with our model, might
benet from an interpolation between an isotropic BSSRDF and our
forward scattering subsurface model. A related preliminary result
is provided in the supplementary material for the approximation
of Henyey-Greenstein scattering as a combination of an isotropic
model and our strongly forward scattering model.
6 IMPOSING THE BOUNDARY CONDITION
In the preceding section, we introduced an approximation Gf for
the propagator of an innite volume forward scattering medium.
Within computer graphics, we are mostly interested in using partic-
ipating media as materials of (nite) objects, i.e. bounded volumes.
In Sec. 3.2 we, therefore dened the propagator G to have the ab-
sorbing boundary conditions of Eq. (3). In this section, we dene a
new ‘bounded’ propagator Gbf based on the innite-volume result
Gf , which (approximately) satises these boundary conditions.
6.1 Dipole Models
Given the linearity of the RTE, one can try to solve the boundary
condition problem through the method of images. Within the diu-
sion approximation, simple dipole methods that introduce a single
virtual source in order to approximately enforce a planar boundary
are well known [Bell and Glasstone 1970; Lamarsh 1975]. These dif-
fusion dipole solutions have been studied extensively in computer
graphics [d’Eon 2014; Habel et al. 2013; Jensen et al. 2001].
As a remark, note that due to the angularly course nature of the
diusion approximation, such dipole methods can only satisfy an
exact boundary condition such as Eq. (3) in an approximate (but
asymptotically consistent) manner. Indeed, Eq. (3) should hold for
every inward pointing direction ωˆ, but classical diusion methods
only work with uence and its resulting vector irradiance as a coarse
angular approximation [Jensen et al. 2001].
Contrary to dipole methods, we have a fully angularly resolved
propagator at our disposal. In principle, this allows us more free-
dom to better approximate the exact boundary condition of Eq. (3).
However, in this initial work, we limit ourself to a simple dipole
conguration similar to the directional dipole model of Frisvad et
al. [2014] as described in the following section. Because our model
reduces to the result of diusion theory in the asymptotic limit,
using such a classical dipole setup ensures asymptotic consistency.
6.2 Dipole Setup
We locally approximate a medium with general curved boundaries
by a simple half-space with planar boundary through the dipole
setup that is illustrated in Figure 2. The subscript on directions
denotes whether they are at the incoming or outgoing point and
the superscript denotes an incident or exitant direction. We use the
same tangent plane as Frisvad et al. [2014] with modied normal
nˆ∗i =

nˆi if ~xo = ~xi,
~R
|~R |
× nˆi × ~R
|nˆi × ~R |
otherwise,
(12)
where ~R = ~xo−~xi and the virtual source is similarly dened through
~xv = ~xi + 2Adenˆ∗i and ωˆv = ωˆ
e
i − 2(ωˆei · nˆ∗i )nˆ∗i , (13)
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nˆo
ωˆeo
ωˆio
nˆi
ωˆii
ωˆei
nˆ∗i
~xv
ωˆv
Gbf
~xo~xi
Fig. 2. Geometrical setup of the dipole model.
with extrapolation distance de given by de = 2.131D/
√
α ′ for re-
duced scattering albedo α ′ = σ ′s/σ ′t with reduced transmission
coecient σ ′t = σ ′s + σa and diusion constant D = 1/(3σ ′t ). The
boundary condition of Eq. (3) corresponds to an index matched
boundary in the classical diusion dipole case (i.e. there is no inter-
nal Fresnel reection at the boundary), which amounts to setting
A = 1. Lastly, the modied normal nˆ∗i becomes ill-dened if nˆi is
parallel to ~R, in which case we simply set the propagator to zero.
The directional dipole model of Frisvad et al. [2014] additionally
uses an empirical distance correction to implicitly oset the real
source away from the boundary. Note that, as far as the geometry is
concerned, there is no ‘actual translation’ of the source. The oset
merely enters their BSSRDF as an eective regularization on the
scalar distance to avoid singularities in the model. These singu-
larities are an artefact of the diusion assumption, which is only
satised after distances much larger than the eective scattering
length. By contrast, our propagator Gf only has a singularity ‘by
design’ in that it reduces to the correct non-scattering delta distri-
bution on short lengths (which can be accounted for with proper
importance sampling), and is otherwise well-behaved. Hence, we
need no such correction.
6.3 The Final Boundary-Aware Propagator Gbf
By using the modied normal nˆ∗i for the eective boundary plane,
the incoming direction ωˆei can occasionally appear to point out of
the medium, i.e. nˆ∗i · ωˆ
e
i > 0. If the boundary were really planar, then
the source would not illuminate the medium at all and there would
be no transport towards the outgoing query point. We therefore
choose a self-consistent resolution for this case by simply setting
the propagator to zero.
Note that it is also possible for the outgoing direction to point
into the eective half innite medium. We found this to be less
problematic compared to the incoming direction and do not handle
this separately.
The nal boundary-aware propagator then becomes
Gbf (s, ~xo, ωˆo, ~xi, ωˆi)=

0 if ωˆi ·nˆ∗i ≥ 0,
Gf (s, ~xo, ωˆo, ~xi, ωˆi)
−Gf (s, ~xo, ωˆo, ~xv, ωˆv) otherwise,
(14)
with nˆ∗i given by Eq. (12), ~xv and ωˆv by Eq. (13), and Gf by Eq. (9).
6.4 Reciprocity
In concluding the discussion of our bounded propagatorGbf , we men-
tion its reciprocal properties, which are important when combining
the model with bidirectional algorithms [Veach 1998].
From Eq. (9), it is apparent that the innite volume propagator
Gf is manifestly reciprocal, i.e. it is invariant under the exchange
(~x , ωˆ, ~x ′, ωˆ ′) ↔ (~x ′,−ωˆ ′, ~x ,−ωˆ), which corresponds to changing the
roles of emitter and receiver. However, the introduction of the virtual
source in the bounded propagatorGbf breaks this symmetry, because
~xv depends on nˆ∗i , which itself does not depend on nˆi and nˆo in a
symmetrical manner (in fact it is independent of nˆo).
There are some congurations where the propagator Gbf does,
however, show reciprocity. One particular case is when nˆi = nˆo, as
occurs for planar boundaries. More generally, Gbf is reciprocal for
every conguration where nˆi, nˆo and ~xo − ~xi are coplanar.
Reciprocity can be enforced for all congurations by dening a
new reciprocal bounded propagator as the symmetrical combination
1
2
[
Gbf (s, ~xo, ωˆo, ~xi, ωˆi) +G
b
f (s, ~xi,−ωˆi, ~xo,−ωˆo)
]
. (15)
In practise, we found the dierence between renders with the origi-
nal propagator Gbf and this reciprocal combination to be negligible.
Moreover, all results that we show in this paper are generated with
unidirectional path tracing, and as such do not have a hard re-
quirement of reciprocity. For these reasons, we use the simple Gbf
propagator throughout the remainder of this work, instead of the
combination in Eq. (15).
7 IMPORTANCE SAMPLING THE FORWARD
SCATTERING PROPAGATOR
When rendering with our model, we have to evaluate the rendering
equation (4) for the propagator Gbf , i.e.
Li (~xo, ωˆ
i
o)=
∫
dsdA(~xi)d2ωˆeiG
b
f (s, ~xo,−ωˆio, ~xi, ωˆei ) |ωˆei ·nˆ(~xi) |
×
[
Le (~xi, ωˆ
e
i )+
∫
d2ωˆiiLi (~xi, ωˆ
i
i ) fs (~xi, ωˆ
i
i↔ωˆei ) |ωˆii ·nˆ(~xi) |
]
,
(16)
where we used variable names as in Figure 2 and assumed that we
are in the steady state (i.e. dropping the s dependence of Li and Le).
We solve this rendering equation through standard Monte Carlo
path tracing techniques by importance sampling a query point ~xi
on the surface with directions ωˆei and ωˆ
i
i and a path length s . This
section provides an overview of and some remarks on the strategy.
7.1 Local versus Global Importance Sampling
A standard path tracer for homogeneous media typically performs
an exact local importance sampling at each scattering vertex through
a sampling of the phase function and an exponential depth sampling
based on transmission. However, such locally optimal sampling does
not translate itself into a globally optimal sampling strategy, which
should either take the full (unknown) volumetric radiance distribu-
tion into account [Křivánek and d’Eon 2014], or, equivalently, the
radiance distribution on the boundary together with all scattering in-
teractions at once. Because the number of scattering interactions in a
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path is unbounded, it eectively represents an innite dimensional
sampling problem, for which exact expressions quickly become
intractable [Georgiev et al. 2013].
On the other hand, although the expression forGf in Eq. (9) might
look somewhat daunting at rst sight, the advantage over a tradi-
tional simulation of all scattering interactions is that its analytical
form is completely known. Moreover, the rendering equation (16)
only requires a seven dimensional sampling (~xi on a surface, s , ωˆei
and ωˆii) to capture the volumetric point-to-point transport, as op-
posed to the innite dimensional standard path tracing problem.
As such, one can in principle try to construct a perfect importance
sampling of Gf , representing a global importance sampling of the
volumetric transport.
In the current work, we have limited ourselves to analytical sam-
pling schemes based on asymptotic approximations. As we will
show, this approximate global importance sampling of our dipole
model still provides a signicantly faster converging estimator than
the perfect local importance sampling of a traditional path tracer.
7.2 Overview of our Importance Sampling Scheme
The full details, formulas and derivations for the importance sam-
pling scheme are provided in the supplementary material due to
space limitations. This section gives a brief overview of the dierent
sampling steps.
7.2.1 Sampling ~xi. The importance sampling starts by selecting
a point ~xi on the surface of the object. We use a one sample Multiple
Importance Sampling (MIS) [Veach 1998] weighted combination of
two methods. The rst method samples an oset in a plane through
the point ~xo and projects this point onto the surface. The second
method samples a direction for ~R based on a marginalization of the
short length weight of Eq. (10) and then shoots a ray along this
direction to capture the initial ballistic peak.
These steps use computationally ecient, local decisions and
ray traced projection to arrive on the surface. Because we only use
local information (we do not ‘know’ the full geometry), this is the
step over which we have the least control and hence we perform
it rst, while the propagator marginalized over the other sampling
dimensions is still maximally broad and smooth2.
7.2.2 Indirect Sampling of s , ωˆei and ωˆ
i
i . Once the point ~xi is
known, the path length s is sampled based on an MIS combination
of analytical limit results for the directionally marginalized Gf in
large and small ps .
With ~xi and s known, ωˆei is sampled based on the exponential
weight of Gf in Eq. (9). The boundary BSDF then uses ωˆei to sample
an incident direction ωˆii (which can itself potentially point back into
the medium when there is internal reection).
7.2.3 Direct Sampling of ωˆii , ωˆ
e
i and s . The previous, indirect
method of sampling s , ωˆei and ωˆ
i
i is MIS weighted with a second
approach that performs next event estimation by directly sampling
a direction ωˆii towards a light source. This direction is then used
2A more optimal alternative could try to combine knowledge of Gbf with information
about the actual, full geometry for the sampling. However, this would likely result in
an increased computational cost compared to simply projecting rays, which is why we
currently opt for the simple approach.
by the adjoint BSDF to sample a direction ωˆei into the medium. A
specialized path length sampler uses knowledge of ωˆei to generate a
suitable length s .
7.3 Robustness
When our importance sampling scheme samples a direction that re-
ects back into the medium, we use a simple path splitting approach
based on the path throughput so far in order to keep the throughput
near unity (see e.g. [Vorba and Křivánek 2016] for a more elaborate
approach). Likewise, a standard Russian roulette technique is used
to keep the path throughput from becoming too small.
Moreover, although the importance sampling scheme that we
present here covers the target function quite well, there is always
the possibility of rare outliers that can be generated through an
occasional bad sampling decision. For practical rendering purposes,
it is therefore advised to employ some form of statistically robust
estimator. In our particular rendering workow, multiple indepen-
dent, intermediate (low sample count) results were already stored
for subsequent merging. Instead of simply averaging all results, we
use a sample trimmed mean over each pixel, discarding the 1% ∼ 5%
highest and lowest samples and averaging the leftover [Wilcox 2005].
This trades a slight bias3 for a large reduction in variance, thereby
reducing the overall error of the estimator.
8 THE EFFECTIVE BRDF
For optically dense objects that are approximately planar on length
scales of the reduced scattering length 1/σ ′s , and which are lit with
low frequency illumination, the eect of subsurface scattering can
be captured by an eective Bidirectional Reectance Distribution
Function (BRDF) fr [Nicodemus et al. 1977]. Indeed, for those points
~x ′ on the surface where G takes non-negligibles values in Eq. (4),
the cosine factor |ωˆ ′ · nˆ(~x ′) | and incoming radiance will be approxi-
mately constant under these conditions. The only ~x ′ dependence
then comes from the propagator G itself, which can be integrated
separately. The result is equivalent to evaluating the propagator for
a planar light source.
8.1 Propagator for a Planar Source
Because Gf of Eq. (9) is a simple Gaussian distribution on ~r , it can
be analytically integrated over a planar tangent source a distance d
away from the query point ~x as measured along its surface normal
nˆ to give the plane source propagator
G
p
f (s,d, ωˆ, ωˆ
′) = piN
p2F
exp
{
−C−D ωˆ · ωˆ ′−Epd (ωn +ω ′n )−F (pd )2
+
E2
4F
[
2 + 2 ωˆ · ωˆ ′ − (ωn + ω ′n )2
]
− σas
}
, (17)
with ωn = ωˆ · nˆ and ω ′n = ωˆ ′ · nˆ.
3Due to the law of large numbers, the distribution of pixel values in each intermediate
result approaches a Gaussian distribution for suciently large number of intermediate
samples. For such a symmetrical distribution, the bias introduced by a sample trimmed
mean reduces to zero. Hence, the robust estimator is still consistent.
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Analogously to Eq. (14), the equivalent boundary aware, planar
propagator Gpbf then takes the form
G
pb
f (s, ωˆo, ωˆi) =

0 if ωˆi ·nˆ ≥ 0,
G
p
f (s, 0, ωˆi, ωˆo)
−Gpf (s,de, ωˆi, ωˆv)
otherwise,
(18)
where de and ωˆv are the same as in Eq. (13).
8.2 The BRDF
For an index matched medium, the eective forward scattering
BRDF fr is immediately given as fr (ωˆii ↔ ωˆeo) =
∫
G
pb
f (s, ωˆ
e
o,−ωˆii )ds .
The eective BRDF for a medium with non-trivial surface inter-
actions fs can be found through the recursive evaluation of the
rendering equation (16), where the integral of Gbf over ~xi has been
replaced with the evaluation of fr (−ωˆei ↔ −ωˆio) and ~xi has been
set to ~xo. In practice, this means that we keep sampling the index
matched forward scattering BRDF fr and the medium boundary
BSDF fs repeatedly until fs generates a query direction that points
out of the medium.
8.3 BRDF Importance Sampling
The overall structure of the importance sampling scheme in Sec. 7.2
can still be maintained, with the simplication that ~xi is simply set
to ~xo in the rst step, and the weights for the subsequent steps are
based on the planar propagator Gpbf instead of the point propagator
Gbf . The full details are provided in the supplementary material.
Compared to sampling the full subsurface model which uses rays
to project a tentative incoming projection onto the surface, sampling
our eective BRDF can be performed in constant time. Moreover,
the analytical convolution of the original propagator over the planar
source eectively smoothens the integrand in the new rendering
equation. Together with the reduced dimensionality, this facilitates
importance sampling and reduces the required number of samples
for an equal quality evaluation, which makes the equivalent BRDF
a prime candidate for a level of detail hierarchy.
9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have implemented our forward scattering dipole model in the
context of a path tracer in the Mitsuba renderer [Wenzel 2010] and
tested it on a variety of synthetic and natural scenes. To facilitate
reproducibility of our model, we provide source code on the project
web page of this paper.
All results of the Jensen et al. [2001] and d’Eon [2014]4 dipole
models have the reduced isotropic single scattering and unscattered
transmission added, as these paths are not captured by those models.
9.1 Semi-Infinite Medium
We validate our model by comparing its predictions to reference
solutions for a collimated light beam impinging on a semi-innite
medium with planar, index-matched boundary. The exitant radi-
ance distribution on the plane is visualised in Figure 3 for several
4Index mismatched results for the dual beam model use refracted directions and Fresnel
transmission scaling, but the virtual source parameters given by d’Eon [2014] were
only tted for the index matched case. Nonetheless, its results are surprisingly good.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the exitant radiance paern for a collimated beam
incident on an index matched semi-infinite medium with planar boundary.
The direction of incidence and exitance is visualized above the images and is
either perpendicular to the boundary or at an 80◦ angle to the normal. Dipole
models are shown alongside light traced reference images with a Henyey-
Greenstein (HG) and Gaussian phase function. The top two rows have
isotropic single scaering added. The medium parameters are σs = 1, σa =
0.01, д = 0.9 and the visualized region covers the range [−16, 16] × [−8.8].
incident and exitant directions. Note that the classical diusion
model of Jensen et al. [2001] is independent of incident or exitant
direction, and the directional dipole model of Frisvad et al. [2014]
only depends on the incoming direction. As a result, these models
cannot correctly capture the strong, elongated forward scattering
peak when the exitant direction starts to line up with the incident
direction. The dual beam model of d’Eon [2014] is sensitive to both
directions, but it inherently lacks the large forward scattering peak
due to its assumption of isotropic scattering. Our model shows some
backscattering in the rst two columns akin to (a blurred version
of) the reference solution for the Henyey-Greenstein (HG) [1941]
phase function. In the forward scattering peak (third column), the
behaviour tends more towards that of the Gaussian phase function.
In Figure 4 we provide 1D slices marginalized along the vertical
axis of Figure 3, which conrms the correct handling of the forward
scattering peak and the observation that our model is in a sense ‘in
between’ the Gaussian and the HG behaviour. Note that there is no
backscattering peak when the incoming and outgoing directions
overlap (top middle and lower left image), which is consistent with
the forward scattering assumption. Furthermore, the crucial forward
scattering peak (lower right) is accurately reproduced, being two
orders of magnitude larger than predicted by similarity theory.
Lastly, Figure 5 compares our eective BRDF against anisotropic
references. In the forward scattering peak, our angular dependence
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resembles the reference Gaussian phase function result for д → 1,
as expected. Away from the peak, the correspondence with the HG
reference is striking. The directional dipole model is also shown,
but although it is explicitly dependent on the scattering anisotropy
through the delta Eddington approximation, its directional behaviour
is independent of the outgoing direction and thus it cannot repro-
duce the correct forward peak.
9.2 Index Matched Media
Figure 1 shows a simple scene with index matched media and a wide
range of scattering parameters. The scene is backlit, emphasizing
the strong directional properties of a forward scattering medium,
as can be seen on the top of the cube. Our forward scattering dipole
model matches the anisotropic ground truth images remarkably
well. This is even the case for the optically thin medium on the right,
where the majority of the error is manifested as a darkening on the
hard edges of the cube due to the breakdown of the planar boundary
approximation.
In contrast, the directional dipole model manages to approxi-
mately reproduce the overall brightness of the reference solutions,
but it is unable to capture the directionality of the forward scattering
peak on the top of the cube.
Note that, even for the optically dense scenes on the left where
the conditions for applying the diusion equation are justiable, the
application of similarity theory to transform to isotropic scattering
clearly leads to incorrect results. On the other hand, our eective
BRDF constitutes a remarkably accurate, yet computationally e-
cient approximation for these cases. This lends itself to a natural
level of detail hierarchy with path tracing at the top, followed by
our subsurface model, and nally our BRDF.
9.3 Refractive Boundaries
Diusion based methods are expected to perform better for index
mismatched boundaries, as the internally reected light smooths
out the angular ux near the surface. This aligns better with the
modelling of transport by only a uence and vector irradiance term.
Figure 6 shows the results for the well-known dragon model
with a forward scattering material with index of refraction n = 1.6.
The dierence between the diusion methods and the ground truth
is less pronounced than in the index matched scenes of Figure 1.
This is partly because the assumptions underlying the diusion
approximation become less violated due to the internal reection,
and additionally because the refraction at the boundary forces a path
to scatter over a larger angle in order to escape from the medium
again, thus tempering the small-angle peak that we saw for the
index-matched case. Nonetheless, our model still gives results that
are closer to the path traced reference image, especially near the
head and on the ridges of the tail.
In Figure 7, we show how our model performs for a spectral
rendering of a realistic skin material. We use the dermis model of
Donner and Jensen [2006] withCh = 0.01,Cm = 0.05, and Bm = 0.7
to obtain spectral values for σ ′s and σa. The scattering anisotropy д
of human skin roughly varies between 0.7 to 0.8 for the dermis [Vo-
Dinh 2003]. We use the (spectrally constant) value ofд = 0.75 within
a Gaussian phase function (a HG and isotropic reference are pro-
vided in the supplementary material). The index of refraction is set
to n = 1.4 and the interface is modelled with a Beckmann microfacet
distribution of roughness σ = 0.35, as per Donner and Jensen [2006].
Note that only our model and the reference solutions can make full
use of this explicit interface description. The other dipole methods
use the standard approach of scaling with the Fresnel transmission
factors and changing the extrapolation length to simulate internal
reection. The results of our model show reasonable color accuracy
compared to the reference image and the forward-scattered high-
light on the side of the head is prominently present, as expected.
However, the result is slightly too bright overall. This is similarly the
case for the models of Jensen et al. and Frisvad et al. The dual beam
model of d’Eon shows a reasonably accurate overall brightness, but
has a distinct grey appearance compared to the ground truth.
In both scenes of Figure 6 and 7, the rendering time of our model
is an order of magnitude longer (in an equal-quality comparison)
than the simple classical dipole model of Jensen et al. combined with
the exact planar importance sampling of Mertens et al. [2005]. This
can be attributed to the inherently higher complexity of our model,
an importance sampling that is only approximate, and the additional
variance introduced from sampling the path length s . However, our
technique provides more accurate results than the classical dipole
model and is still an order of magnitude faster than the path tracing
method (again, for equal quality). Also note that more advanced
methods (e.g. bidirectional variants) do not outperform simple path
tracing on these scenes, as the near-specular scattering interactions
and high out-scattering loss in these volumes makes it practically
impossible to connect paths. Moreover, for xed σ ′s , the reference
solution can be made arbitrarily hard by increasing д further. Not
only does the sampling problem itself become more singular, the
sheer number of path vertices itself increases as well, rendering the
computational problem doubly inecient.
10 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In some scenes, such as in Figure 7, the overall brightness of our
model was somewhat higher than that of the reference solution. It
might be worthwhile to try and correct this eect by adjusting the
virtual source strength and/or location to enforce a representative
behaviour for a reference solution in a similar spirit as done by
d’Eon [2014], ideally taking the anisotropy parameter д into account.
Indeed, it has been previously found that anisotropic scattering does
have some inuence on the ideal extrapolation length of a dipole
model [Aronson 1995].
Contrary to previous dipole methods that are based on the an-
gularly coarse diusion approximation, we have a fully angularly
resolved propagator at our disposal. In principle, this allows us
more freedom to better approximate the exact boundary condition
of Eq. (3) in a more manifestly self-consistent manner.
More hypothetically, our analytical approximation for the radi-
ance inside a forward scattering medium, combined with the recent
work on zero-variance, guided random walks [Křivánek and d’Eon
2014; Meng et al. 2016] could be an interesting direction for future
research. These zero variance methods are as of yet only derived
from the assumption of isotropically scattering media, and a combi-
nation with our model could give rise to an ecient and unbiased
rendering technique for the particularly dicult case of strongly
forward scattering participating media.
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Fig. 4. Validation result showing one dimensional marginalized slices of the exitant radiance paern for a semi infinite medium. The setup is identical to
Figure 3, with the x axis chosen along the horizontal direction and the marginalization performed along vertical slices of Figure 3. The predictions of our
forward scaering dipole (black) are compared to reference results for a Henyey-Greenstein (blue), Gaussian (green) and equivalent isotropic phase function
(red), as well as the directional dipole model of Frisvad et al. (orange). Rows correspond to incident angles of 0◦, 45◦ and 80◦ with respect to the normal,
and columns correspond to an exitant angle of 0 or 80◦, as indicated by the symbols. The results of our model generally lie in between the Gaussian and
Henyey-Greenstein reference solutions. Our model correctly captures the important forward scaering peak at large incident and outgoing angles (boom
right), for which isotropic scaering through similarity theory (red) gives a result that is o by two orders of magnitude.
11 CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel subsurface scattering dipole model based
on a rst-principles derivation starting from a functional integral
formulation of the radiative transfer equation under the assumption
of strong forward scattering. The resulting propagator or Green’s
function takes the form of a time-resolved Gaussian weight on
spatial and angular variables, which explicitly gets coupled to the
boundary conditions of the medium as specied by the BSDF. Ren-
dering with the model proceeds through the importance sampling
of a propagator-based rendering equation.
We have tested our model for simple scenes with index matched
media and scattering parameters spanning two orders of magnitude.
Even in the optically dense case with low absorption, where diusion
theory is a good approximation, the use of the classical similarity
theory relation which translates anisotropic scattering parameters
σs to reduced isotropically scattering parameters σ ′s = (1 − д)σs
can lead to signicant errors. Our explicitly forward scattering
dipole model correctly handles this case and stays very close to
the reference solution. Our model needs no explicit unscattered
or single scattering contribution and stays well-behaved towards
the optically thin limit of zero scattering without requiring ad-hoc
regularizations.
In more complex scenes with index mismatched boundary con-
ditions, the dierence between our model and the diusion dipole
models becomes less extreme. Nonetheless, our model still shows
superior color accuracy and correctly captures the distinct phe-
nomenology of strong forward scattering.
Lastly, we have identied several avenues for future work and
we hope that we can bring a renewed interest into the application
of functional integral methods within computer graphics.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of our eective BRDF (black) with reference solutions for HG (blue), Gaussian (green) and isotropic (red) phase functions, and the Frisvad
et al. result (orange). The scaering parameters are σ ′s/σ ′t = 10/11 as in the previous figures and the anisotropic references are given for д = 0.9 (solid) and
д = 0.99 (doed). The incoming direction makes an angle of 0◦, 45◦ and 80◦ with the normal as indicated above the plots, with the incoming and outgoing
direction vectors in the same plane perpendicular to the surface. Away from the forward peak, the correspondence of our BRDF with the HG result is striking.
In the forward scaering peak (rightmost image for large angles), our BRDF resembles the Gaussian phase function result for the highest anisotropy (д = 0.99),
as expected from our Gaussian phase function assumption with д → 1. Additionally, note that a rotationally invariant phase function implies mirror-symmetry
about zero outgoing angle (red curves), but the result is not flat (diuse), unlike what is oen assumed in isotropic models (e.g. the orange lines).
(a) Our model (b) Frisvad et al. [2014] (c) d’Eon [2014] (d) Jensen et al. [2001]
Fig. 6. Comparison of dipole methods spliced together with the path traced reference solution for a unit length dragon with RGB scaering parameters
σs = (400, 300, 400), σa = (10, 5, 10), д = 0.9 and index of refraction n = 1.6. The region that shows the reference solution is indicated by the black bars at the
top and boom of each image. External Fresnel reflections have been disabled for clarity and the reference solution uses a Gaussian phase function. Our
model follows the reference solution particularly well and the dierence is nearly indistinguishable on the front of the dragon. The other dipole models have
particular trouble reproducing the deeply saturated green colour and maintaining the correct brightness in the thin regions such as the tail or the ridges on
the back of the dragon.
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